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3. "E lectronic queues" and "fast
lanes" at f reight at border-
cross ing points



International checkpoints at the borders of States may become a 

 "bottleneck" for international cargo transportation.

 

The implementation of control procedures for documents  on paper

and registration of inspection results in manual mode upon arrival of the

vehicle reduces the capacity of the checkpoint. Due to the

technological decrease in the capacity of the automobile checkpoint,

queues arise. The spontaneous and unregulated arrival of cars creates

peak loads, which are an additional drag on transportation. However,

there may also be periods of reduction in incoming vehicles or even

their absence, which causes downtime for the checkpoint staff.

OVERALL DESCRIPTION
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implementation of the "electronic queue"

service;

the introduction of specialized fast-track

lanes for commercial vehicles (Expedited

lanes for trucks).

To reduce technological delays of transport at

border crossings, it is advisable to use digital

and organizational tools for predicting and

managing queues, including:

OVERALL DESCRIPTION

In order to reduce the risks of periods

of peak loads at checkpoints or their

downtime, it is advisable to use

technologies for regulating the

approach of transport.
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Overall description

To interact with carriers and agree on the

optimal time of their arrival at the checkpoint, it

is advisable to use information and

communication technologies in the form of the

"electronic queue" service.

The carrier must receive advance information

about the current and future traffic congestion

at the checkpoint, the availability of queues and

waiting times. Using the "electronic queue"

service will allow the carrier to agree on the

optimal time of arrival at the checkpoint.
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Transport documents issued by carriers in electronic

format allow control and Supervisory authorities on

the route, including at the border of States, to

automate the processes of checking and registering

results for the entire list of data on objects of

supervision and make a preliminary decision on

further admission or non-admission in advance of the

vehicle's arrival at the check point. The  carrier must

receive information about the compliance of these

documents with the existing requirements of the

control and Supervisory authorities and approval for

a train on the route with a specific cargo before the

start of transportation, that is, at the stage of its

planning.

OVERALL DESCRIPTION

In order to increase the capacity

of checkpoints and speed up the

passage of vehicles with pre-

checked and approved

documents, it is recommended to

organize Accelerated lanes for

trucks (Expedited lanes for trucks).
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Expected benefits and linkages to the pandemic response

for the transport industry:

obtaining relevant information

according to the applicable

requirements for  passing a  specific

checkpoint, including information

about the schedule of its work,

bandwidth, etc.;

possibility of choosing optimal

checkpoints across the border in the

presence of and  obtain the latest

information about the real situation and

assess the risk of delays in

transportation;

The introduction of "electronic queue" and the

specialized fast-track lanes for trucks

would yield the following effect:
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plan the optimal time of arrival

at the checkpoint depending

on the congestion of the

checkpoint, traffic schedule

and operational situation;

the ability to reserve the

optimal transit time at the

checkpoint;



Expected benefits and linkages to the pandemic response

o  timely adjust the route, driving schedule, working and rest modes of drivers 

    depending on the workload and the situation at border checkpoints;

o reducing the cost of transportation by reducing the damage caused by 

control procedures:

§  unproductive downtime of vehicles;

§  of damage to or loss of goods transported;

§  disruption of cargo delivery schedules;
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o   increase the productivity of the used fleet of cars and drivers, without 

increasing their number  due to forced losses during downtime;

o   reduce the number and duration of contact between drivers and checkpoint 

personnel, as  well as the risk of a pandemic spreading;

o   accelerated border crossing along specially designated accelerated lanes 

subject to prior Declaration and approval of verified documents in digital format;

o   improve the quality and safety of transportation;

o   increasing the attractiveness of international transport corridors on the Asian 

road network, transparency and predictability of their operation;



Expected benefits and linkages to the pandemic response

for Supervisory activities at road crossings: 

o   remote and automated flow control of inbound transportation, excluding 

peak periods queues the running of vehicles, crowd of people, increasing the risk of

spread of the pandemic COVID-19 and the environmental load from checkpoints;

 

o   elimination of peak traffic congestion by regulating and optimizing the arrival 

time of vehicle  traffic;

 

o   ensuring the rhythmicity of functioning and uniform workload by promptly 

regulating the number of incoming transport;
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Expected benefits and linkages to the pandemic response

·

o   increasing the overall capacity of the border crossing point, including 

by speeding up the  passage of pre-registered vehicles along specially designated lanes;

 

o    increase in the capacity of the checkpoint due to a reduction in the 

number of  vehicles  blocked at the checkpoint due to the absence or incorrectly issued

transport documents on paper;

 

o    increase work efficiency by automating the processes of checking 

transport  documentation in digital format and evenly distributing the load on

employees.
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NEURONIQ traffic management system from future

Technologies, Russian Federation[1];

Electronic queue service from GoSwift, Finland[2];

Service "Electronic queue of drivers" from SOLVO, Russian

Federation[3];

Service for booking a place in the queue at the border,

provided by RUE "Beltamozhservis", Republic of Belarus[4].

Examples of successful implementation of the electronic queue

management service are:

     

    

     

IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLES
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(1) http://neuroniq.ru/resheniya-dlya-logisticheskikh-tsentrov/

(2)https://www.evpa.fi/yphis/index.action

(3)https://www.solvo.ru/products/solvo-tos/

(4)https://belarusborder.by/

http://neuroniq.ru/resheniya-dlya-logisticheskikh-tsentrov/%20%20%20https:/www.evpa.fi/yphis/index.action%20%20%20https:/www.solvo.ru/products/solvo-tos/%20%20%20https:/belarusborder.by/
http://neuroniq.ru/resheniya-dlya-logisticheskikh-tsentrov/%20%20%20https:/www.evpa.fi/yphis/index.action%20%20%20https:/www.solvo.ru/products/solvo-tos/%20%20%20https:/belarusborder.by/
http://neuroniq.ru/resheniya-dlya-logisticheskikh-tsentrov/%20%20%20https:/www.evpa.fi/yphis/index.action%20%20%20https:/www.solvo.ru/products/solvo-tos/%20%20%20https:/belarusborder.by/
http://neuroniq.ru/resheniya-dlya-logisticheskikh-tsentrov/%20%20%20https:/www.evpa.fi/yphis/index.action%20%20%20https:/www.solvo.ru/products/solvo-tos/%20%20%20https:/belarusborder.by/


Initial recommendations for

launching/strengthening similar

initiative in an interested

country/sector

create digital information resources;

ensure the necessary level of information

interaction and communication between

transport companies and regulatory

authorities on the routes of Asian roads;  

convert accompanying transport

documents in hard copy to digital format;

arrange for pre-Declaration and approval of

the data contained in the transport

documentation with the control authorities

in order for carriers to receive timely

information about the possibility, conditions

and recommended periods for unhindered

passage of checkpoints;   

arrange priority travel for pre-registered

vehicles.
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For effective implementation of the "electronic

queue" service and the use of specialized accelerated

lanes for trucks, it

is necessary to:


